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Why should you book this trip? 
 

 This is an amazing place to enjoy nature, culture and adventure  

 You will be able to be part of a unique experience 

 You will able to learn the fascinating techniques that farmers use during cultivation 

 Kids can play with the village kids and learn different traditions in their homes. 

 Sri Lankan villages are filled with happiness, community work and ingenuity. Witness true 
hospitality in this Sri Lankan village.  
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Quick Facts 
 Availability -  Throughout the year 

 Preferred Time -  Morning 

 Duration -  6 Hrs 

 Meeting Point -  Beligala, Kegalle 

 Arrival and departure to any location can be organised on request for an additional fee 
 
 

 

Tour in brief  
 The Beligala Village tour starts with the Beligala Temple, where you will meet the honorable 

monk in the temple. The monk  will describe the historical importance of the stupa, bo tree, 
tooth relic palace, and moonstone.  

 After the temple visit, you will walk through the paddy field and visit Manioc plantation. You will 
be provided with a freshly prepared Sri Lankan breakfast (milk rice or manioc and belimal 
drink). After breakfast you will be escorted to the vegetable chena. You will be able to learn all 
the fascinating techniques that farmers use for their cultivation. After the experience, visit 
Ambalama and refresh yourself with a king coconut and a village fruit buffet while you listen to 
folk poetry. 

 After that, you will be able to visit the chief farmer’s paddy field. After having lunch (rice & curry, 
and fruit salad)  you’re off on a trek to Beligala rock. At the top of the mountain, you will have a 
small break of 20 minutes, this will be complemented by an evening refreshment along with 
srilankan traditional sweets (Helapa, Walithalapa). The experience will end at 3.30 pm. 

 
 

 

Included in the price    
 

 English speaking guide  

 Morning and evening refreshments 

 Breakfast and lunch  

 Bottled water 

 All applicable government taxes 

 
 

 

Exclusions 
 

 Transportation to the meeting point 

 Any extra food or beverages consumed 

 Any tips to the staff 

 Any personal effects not mentioned in this description 


